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There’s nothing better than being recognized, especially 
during uncertain times. Gifting is a great way to deliver 

Our specialized agency stands ready to help with all of your corporate gift and recognition
needs and requirements.. Nearly all products featured in our gift guide and on our website
can be customized with your logo. Let us help you make a lasting impression this Holiday Season!.

BETTER RECOGNIZE!
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VOICE CONTROLLED
Use Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to 
control your smart home.

GA00216-US

Get hands-free help in any room. 
Google Home Mini is powered by 
the Google Assistant, so you can ask 
it questions and tell it to do things. 
Just start with “Ok Google” to get 
answers from Google, tackle your 
day, enjoy your entertainment, and 
control your smart home. And when 
you ask for help, it can tell your voice 
from others for a more personalized 
experience. Google Home Mini 
works on its own or you can have a 
few around the house, giving you the 
power of Google anywhere.

GA00223-US

Meet Google Home Max. It’s Google’s ultimate speaker, 
made for your music. You get deep layers of balanced bass 
along with crystal-clear highs. Room EQ adjusts the sound 

keeps getting smarter thanks to automatic updates. Since 
it’s part of the Google Home family and powered by the  
Google Assistant, you can ask it questions, manage your 
smart home devices and so much more. 

00

BEAM1US1BLK

The smart, compact soundbar for your TV with Amazon 
Alexa voice control. Experience incredible sound while 
streaming music, watching TV and movies, enjoying 
podcasts and audiobooks, or playing video games all 
with voice control. What’s in the Box: Sonos Beam, power 

cable, Sonos Beam QuickStart Guide and Legal/Warranty 
information.

00

GA00516-US

Google Home Hub brings you visual 
help for any moment at home. With 
the Google Assistant built in, use 
your voice to view your latest events 
and reminders, and control smart 
devices from a single dashboard. Ask 
questions, and get visual, immersive 
answers from Google, and helpful 
videos from YouTube. Plus, play 
your favorite songs on a crystal-clear 
speaker, and relive your memories 
with Google Photos. Get help with 
the little moments, so you can enjoy 
the big ones. 

WNGOGA3A0041

With integrated Wi-Fi 
connectivity, voice recognition, 
and home automation support, the 
Google Home wireless speaker will 
connect to your wireless network to 
provide control of, and access to, vir-
tually all of your smart devices. It can 
play music, check the weather and 

your smart home equipment, and 
more. Using far- -
nition technology and the Google 
Assistant, the built-in microphone 
allows the Google Home to recog-
nize your voice and perform the 
requested task in an instant. 

00
3rd Generation w/ Clock 

B07N8RPRF7

This version of Echo Dot has an LED display that can 
show the time, outdoor temperature, or timers. It is 
perfect for your nightstand - Ask Alexa to set an alarm, 
tap the top to snooze, and the light sensor automati-
cally adjusts the display’s brightness, day or night. Play 
music, get the news, call almost anyone, and control 
compatible smart home devices - just ask Alexa. 

3rd Generation
B07FZ8S74R

Echo Dot is a voice-controlled smart speaker with Alexa, 
perfect for any room. Just ask for music, news, information, 
and more. You can also call almost anyone and control 
compatible smart home devices with your voice. 

B07HZLHPKP

Echo Show 5 connects to Alexa to give you vivid visuals on a 
5.5” screen with a crisp full sound - all in a compact design 

Amazon Music. Set alarms and timers. Catch up on news 

you head out in your city.
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PPE (PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT)

Keep your employees and clients 
safe this holiday season!

KEYSMART CLEANKEY 
Antimicrobial Brass Hand Tool
KS904-BRS-GFT

The CleanKey is the safe and easy way to avoid germs. 
The stylus tip works on all touchscreens and the 
ergonomic design makes it easy to open doors, press 
buttons and pull levers. The CleanKey is made with 
uncoated Copper Alloy 260, which is inherently 
antimicrobial. This Copper Alloy kills 99.9% of bacteria* 
within 2 hours. 

MSRP: $24.99

KEYSMART CLEANTRAY UV Sterilization Case
KS907-WHT

The CleanTray is a UV light sterilization case that disinfects 
your personal items in just 5 minutes. The UV rays safely 
kill 99.99% of germs and bacteria. CleanTray is the 2-in-1 
solution to STORE and CLEAN your phone, wallet and keys. 
You can also use the CleanTray to disinfect your other daily 

and more.

MSRP: 99.99

MOPHIE SANITIZER w/ Wireless Charging
401306149

Quickly kill 99.99% of the most common surface bacteria on 
your phone or other everyday items without heat, liquid, or 
chemicals that could damage your device. Clean phone but 
low on battery? Just place your Qi enabled phone on the 
wireless charging lid and charging begins on contact.

MSRP: 79.95

OAKLEY FABRIC FACE MASK 
888392554796

Protect your face with Oakley’s washable, antimicrobial 
face mask. Made from 100% breathable polyester, this 
mask is designed to control bacteria-related odors and 
wick away moisture on contact. Use it, wash it and wear 

elastic bands that secure around the back of your head.

MSRP: $20.00

OAKLEY DET CORD 
OO9253-0761

The Standard Issue Ballistic Det Cord is the perfect blend of 
ballistic protection and Oakley fashion. Fully compliant with the 
ballistic and optical standards of MIL PRF32432 and ANSI Z87.1 
(2010), the Standard Issue Ballistic Det Cord is balanced for 
aggressive environments and covert capabilities. The Standard 
Issue Ballistic Det Cord is also “fully-equipped” with its’ anti-fog 
coating, comms compatible ear stems, and rubberized 
unobtanium nosepiece. 

MSRP: $156.00

OAKLEY M FRAME 2.0 
OO9213-0432

The American National Standards Institute, ANSI, has developed 
standards for impact resistance and materials of Safety Glasses in 
the workplace. The Industrial collection takes our top Impact 
Resistant styles and marks them with the appropriate ANSI 

exceeds high mass and high velocity impact requirements per 
ANSI Z87.1-2003/2010. Meets or exceeds ballistic fragmentation 
impact standards per MIL PRF-31013, Clause 3.5.1.1. 

MSRP: $136.00

OAKLEY EVZERO PATH Photochromic Glasses
OO9308-1338

Built for speed and engineered to be the ultimate multi-sport 
sunglass for training, running and beyond, EVZero Path is Oakley’s 
lightest performance frame and features a toric shield of Plutonite 
in a rimless design for an unobstructed view. Polished Black frame 
with Clear to Black Iridium Photochromic lens.

MSRP: $196.00

OAKLEY ESS ICE 
OO9001-0333

unrestricted views for excellent eye protection in any light. The 
ESSOPTICS clear lenses deliver distortion-free optical precision 
and are suitable for use in low light to no light conditions with no 

ANSI standards. The “frameless” frame design provides an 

MSRP: $25.00

colors available:
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SPEAKERS
Bring great sound to each and every space!

Bluetooth Speaker
984-001394

The Wi-Fi connected Roomba 675 robot vacuum uses a patent-
ed 3-Stage Cleaning System with Dual Multi-Surface Brushes, a 
specially designed Edge-Sweeping Brush, and vacuum suction to 

Dirt Detect Technology recognizes concentrated areas of dirt and 
provides additional cleaning in those spots, and the iRobot HOME 
App lets you clean and schedule conveniently from anywhere, at 
any time. Now compatible on devices with Amazon Alexa and the 
Google Assistant.

Wireless Bluetooth Speaker
ML4M2LL/A `

looks as good as it sounds. The simple, intuitive 
no-nonsense interface gets you to your music fast. 
The Beats Pill+ has a 12-hour battery life to stay 
charged on the go, plus you can keep track of your 
power levels with the fuel gauge so you always know 

Bluetooth Speaker 
984-001550

Ultimate Ears WONDERBOOM 2 is a super portable speaker that 
rocks surprisingly big sound - anywhere. Heading outside? Hit the 
all-new OUTDOOR BOOST for louder, crisper audio that’s specially 
tuned for outdoor listening. With longer 13 hours of battery life, it’ll 
rage ‘till dawn. It’s got a higher rating of IP67, so it’s super water-

two WONDERBOOM 2 speakers to party louder or for true wireless 
stereo. 

ONESLUS1BLK

It’s humidity resistant so you can even put it in the 
bathroom. Pair with Sonos One or another One SL in the 
same room for stereo separation and more detailed sound. 

00

MOVE1US1BLK

Get brilliant sound anywhere with the weatherproof and 
drop-resistant Move. Experience surprisingly deep bass, 
a wide soundscape, and automatic Trueplay tuning that 
perfectly balances the sound for where you are and what 
you’re listening to. Stream over WiFi and connect Move to 
the rest of your Sonos system at home. Switch to Bluetooth 

stands up to humidity, rain, snow, dust, salt spray, UV rays, 
and extreme heat and cold.

00
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Totally Wireless Sport Headphones
985-000865

The cutting-edge Vista pairs true wireless technology with 
customizable premium sound for a horizon-expanding 
active audio experience. The lightest, most compact, and 
most advanced headphones we’ve ever made, with 
industry-leading battery life and an IPX7 waterproof rating. 

Wireless Sports Headphones
985-000808

The evolution of our high-performance, truly wireless 
earbuds - now fully sweat and waterproof (IPX7). Combining 

our RUN XT headphones feature a lightweight design and 
enhanced Bluetooth performance for passionate runners in 
pursuit of their limits. The rechargeable battery 

in the case. 

2

HEADPHONES
Listen to the rhythm with our top selection 
of brands for headphones.

Wireless On-Ear Headphones
MX432LL/A

With up to 40 hours of battery life, 
Beats Solo 3 Wireless is your perfect 
everyday headphone. With Fast Fuel, 
a 5-minute charge gives you 3 hours 
of playback. Enjoy award-winning 
Beats sound with Class 1 Bluetooth 
wireless listening freedom. The 
on-ear, cushioned ear cups are 
adjustable so you can customize 

Functionality of the RemoteTalk 
audio cable may vary by device. 

Totally Wireless Earphones 
MV6Y2LL/A

Totally wireless Powerbeats Pro 
earphones are built to 
revolutionize your workouts. With 
zero wires to hold you back, the 

customizable for extended 
comfort and stability. A reinforced 
design for sweat and water 
resistance lets you take it to the 
next level. Each earbud has full vol-
ume and track controls and up to 9 
hours of listening time to fuel your 
training with powerful, balanced 
sound.

Wireless On-Ear Headphones
MRJ62LL/A

Solo Pro features two listening 
modes: Active Noise Cancelling 
(ANC) and Transparency. Every 
detail of Solo Pro has been carefully 
considered, right down to the 
intuitive way the headphones turn 

ergonomic design delivers 
exceptional comfort for extended 
wear and sleek style. And with up to 
22 hours of battery life, you can keep 
the music going no matter where 
your day takes you.

Wireless In-Ear Headphones
MTH52LL/A

Fit for your life, BeatsX earphones are the perfect 
wireless companion. Experience authentic, clear sound 
throughout your day with up to 8 hours of battery life. 
With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 2 hours of 
playback. The unique Flex-Form cable provides all-day 
comfort and easy pocket portability, while eartip 

In-Ear Headphones 
MU992LL/A

tuned acoustic design to deliver an exceptional listening 

comfort for noise isolation. And when you’re not wearing 

be coiled up easily for compact portability. Compatible with 

On-Ear Headphones
ML992LL/A

Beats EP on-ear headphone delivers masterfully tuned 

and its sleek, durable frame is reinforced with lightweight 
stainless steel. Beats EP is an ideal introduction to Beats 
for any music lover seeking a dynamic listening experience. 
Functionality of the RemoteTalk audio cable may vary 
by device. 

Wireless Earphones
MWNV2LL/A

Powerbeats wireless earphones are built to keep you 
moving, with powerful, motivating sound and an 

in place during workouts, and the optimized cable 
allows for freedom of movement. These high-
performance earphones are sweat and water resistant 
with up to 15 hours of listening time, so you can stay 
active all day long. 

colors available:
colors available:
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HEADPHONES cont.
Listen to the rhythm with our top selection 
of brands for headphones.

Wireless Earbuds
S2DUW-K003

Jib earbuds deliver great, rich, clear audio thanks to Supreme 
Sound technology. Noise isolating ear gels seal out unwanted 
sound and help ensure that your music stays right where it 
belongs - in the ear. 

True Wireless Earbuds
S2SSW-M003

Now you can have the truly wireless freedom you want in a look 

to truly wireless audio has never been easier. From quickly pairing 
to your phone, to 16 hours of battery life, to a pocket-sized 
portable charging case, Indy makes living life without wires the 
simple experience it’s meant to be.

Wireless Over Ear Headphone
S6CRW-K591

Crusher Wireless delivers powerful, dual-channel 
haptic bass. And with up to 40 hours of battery life, 
you can enjoy days of Bluetooth listening before 
needing to plug in.

MWP22AM/A

AirPods Pro have been designed to deliver Active Noise 
Cancellation for immersive sound, Transparency mode so you can 

Just like AirPods, AirPods Pro connect magically to your iPhone or 
Apple Watch. And they’re ready to use right out of the case.

00

w/ Charging Case
MV7N2AM/A

The new AirPods combine intelligent design with 
breakthrough technology and crystal clear sound. Powered 
by the new Apple H1 headphone chip, AirPods now feature 
hands-free access to Siri using just your voice. And up to 3 
hours of talk time on a single charge.

00

w/ Wireless Charging Case 
MRXJ2AM/A

The new AirPods combine intelligent design with 
breakthrough technology and crystal clear sound. Powered 
by the new Apple H1 headphone chip, AirPods now feature 
hands-free access to Siri using just your voice. And up to 3 
hours of talk time on a single charge. With the new Wireless 
Charging Case, charging is as simple as placing your AirPods 
in the case and laying it on a Qi-compatible charging mat.

00

colors available:
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SUNGLASSES
Grab some shades for the bright holiday season 
with a variety of styles for everyone.

RAY-BAN CLUBMASTER CLASSIC SUNGLASSES
0RB3016-W0366/49

Ray-Ban Clubmaster Classic sunglasses are retro and 
timeless. Inspired by the 50’s, the unmistakable design of the 
Clubmaster Classic is worn by cultural intellectuals, those who 
lead the changed tomorrow. While wearing Ray-Ban RB3016 
Clubmaster Classic design, you’ll always make a statement. Eye 
Size: 49; Frame: Tortoise; Lens: Green Classic G-15; Lens Material: 
Crystal Glass

MSRP: $154.00

COSTA BLACKFIN SUNGLASSES
BL11OGP

You might have gallons of brine in your face and 600 pounds on 
your hook, but these sunglasses still won’t slip. The Hydrolite 

performance--so you can push it everywhere else. 100% 

Black frame with Gray 580P lens

MSRP: $179.00

COSTA SOUTH POINT SUNGLASSES
SO21OGP

Our newest take on classic aviators. These 
handmade sunglasses feature a corrosion-resistant 

strain. Palladium frame with Gray 580P lens

MSRP: $209.00

RAY-BAN AVIATOR SMALL SUNGLASSES
0RB3044-L0207/52

Ray-Ban Aviator Small sunglasses are a petite version of the 

and petite faces. Aviator sunglasses were originally designed for 
U.S aviators in 1937 and have since become an iconic style of 
sunglasses. While still having the same unmistakable pilot shape 
as Ray-Ban Aviators, the RB3044 Aviator Small is proportionately 

 
Frame: Gold; Lens: Green Classic G-15

MSRP: $154.00

RAY-BAN WOMEN’S ERIKA COLOR 
MIX SUNGLASSES 
0RB4171-639175/54

Ray-Ban Erika RB4171 sunglasses are the perfect accessory 
to complete any look. Featuring both classic and bright 
rubber fronts, metal temples and tone-on-tone temple 
tips, Ray-Ban Erika sunglasses will set your look apart from 
the crowd. The oversized Round Sunglasses shape provides 

bridge adds a twist to this design. Eye size: 54; Frame: 
Tortoise/Bronze-Copper; Lens: Dark Pink, Lens Material: 
Standard Plastic

MSRP: $132.00

RAY-BAN NEW WAYFARER CLASSIC SUNGLASSES
0RB2132-902/52

Go back to where it all began with Ray-Ban New Wayfarer 
Classic sunglasses. Using the same iconic shape as the 

Eye Size: 52; Frame: Tortoise; Lens: Crystal Green; Lens 
Material: Crystal Glass

MSRP: $144.00

https://www.shopelitepromo.com/Custom-Logo-Sunglasses-s/3380.htm


SUNGLASSES cont.
Grab some shades for the bright holiday season 
with a variety of styles for everyone.

24-306

In pop culture, it was a time like no other. Ronald Reagan 

Oakley created one-of-a-kind sunglasses called Frogskins. 
Oakley resurrected the original tooling from the ‘80s giving 
you a chance to own a piece of history. Polished Black frame 
with Gray lens, size 55 frame.CL11OBMP

Caballito is the name Panamanians give to a particular 

these frames are ready to work. Whether you’re following a 
machete through the jungle, cranking on a sail or looking 

hinges, heavy duty nylon frame, Hydrolite nose pads and 
excellent coverage make this frame ready for surf, sand 

reduces eye strain. Shiny Black frame with Blue Mirror 
580P lens.

LR64OCP

the Costa Loreto sunglasses are full frame and adventure 

these Costa men’s or women’s sunglasses get their name or 
on any adventure on land or sea, these durable, versatile, 
polarized sunglasses can handle their own for any explorer. 
Rose Gold frame with Copper 580P lens.

OO9188-16

Oakley engineering takes performance to the next level and 

frame with enhanced lens coverage, and every millimeter 

ruggedly durable yet lightweight design. Designed to push 
your limits with patented XYZ Optics for razor sharp clarity 
and secure grip of Unobtanium. Steel frame with Clear Black 
Iridium Photochromic Activated lens, size 59 frame.

OO9340-02

Designed for small to medium faces, this comfortably 
lightweight addition to the new Trillbe Collection 

bridge, and its stem architecture takes vintage style 
into modern territory. Color: Polished Black frame with 
Ruby Iridium lens.

6 00

More Popular Sunglasses

03-471

Two lenses are cut from the curve of a single lens 
shield, then mounted in the frame to maintain the 
original, continuous contour. The look is so unique, we 
customized our corporate logo just for these 

premium comfort. Peripheral vision is maximized by 
XYZ Optics, an innovation that maintains visual clarity 
at all angles of view. Impact protection meets ANSI 
Z87.1 standards, and our Three-Point Fit retains the 
lenses in precise optical alignment. True metal icons 
sign this Oakley original.  Polished Black frame with 
Grey lens.

https://www.shopelitepromo.com/Custom-Logo-Sunglasses-s/3380.htm


OAKLEY BLADE 30L Backpack
92877ODM-02E

Whether you’re going to a remote locale or you’re on your 
home turf, the Blade 30 backpack was built to be your 
reliable surf companion. This backpack features a spacious 
interior and plenty of dedicated pockets for your laptop, 

that dries quickly to keep your essentials protected, and 
equipped with a front pocket for organized storage on the 
move, this premium Oakley backpack is an essential for the 
nomadic surfer.

MSRP: $80.00

OAKLEY KITCHEN SINK BACKPACK
92060A-013

options, the Kitchen Sink Backpack is a complete 
package with heavy-duty appeal. Whether taking a day trip 
or extended excursion, specialized pockets inside and out 
organize items while abrasion-resistant fabric keeps them 
safe, including shoes and most 17” laptops. Equipped with 
a hard media-player compartment and reinforced clip and 
zip closures, the Kitchen Sink Backpack blends toughness, 
style and diverse function ideal for the unpredictable day. 

MSRP: $225.00

BAGS & BACKPACKS
Stay organized with our picks for bags 
and backpacks.

OAKLEY ENDURO 
20L 3.0 Backpack
921416-02E

The Enduro 20L pack is designed to give you 
specialized storage for electronics and essentials 
when you’re on the move. Built with compartments 
for your laptop, shades and much more, this utilitarian 
pack keeps your valuables secure and organized. Plus, 
this premium Oakley backpack is made from 
super-durable fabric to keep your gear protected. 

MSRP: $50.00

OAKLEY ENDURO 
25L 2.0 Backpack
921379-02E

The Enduro 25L 2.0 Backpack is designed to provide 
spacious, specialized storage for electronic devices and 
other gear when you’re on the move. Built with 
compartments for your laptop, shades and other 
essentials, this utilitarian pack keeps your valuables secure 
and organized. Made with durable materials and a 
prominent ellipse logo on the front, this carryall Oakley 
backpack helps protect your cargo while sporting 
unmistakable action-sport style. 

MSRP: $65.00TRAVELPRO MAXLITE 5 25-inch Expandable Spinner
401176501

Enjoy an easy, comfortable glide, thanks to the 2-position 
adjustable PowerScope Lite handle with patented Contour 
Grip and 4-wheel 360-degree rotating spinners, and stay 
organized with a convenient front pocket, full-length interior 
lid pocket, side accessory pocket, and roomy interior with 
adjustable hold-down straps.

MSRP: $179.99

TRAVELPRO MAXLITE 5 Rolling Underseat Carry-On 
401177701

Numerous, specially-designed pockets include a padded 
laptop or tablet sleeve, removable plastic compartment 

external pockets and a roomy interior with large zippered 

domestic airlines, this compact carry-on is your ideal 
onboard traveling companion.

MSRP: $129.99

TRAVELPRO PLATINUM ELITE Business Backpack
409180601

Smart design features include padded laptop and tablet 
sleeves, a built-in organizational system for pens, earphones, 
chargers and more, a Travelpro QuickSlip exterior pocket 
and adjustable comfort straps. Plus, the Travelpro ID 

and passports safely stored and protected from identity 

MSRP: $249.99

TRAVELPRO PLATINUM ELITE 
25-inch Expandable Spinner
409186501

Accommodating everything you need, guarding against 
wrinkles with a built-in suiter and keeping everything 
organized under a deluxe tie-down system with integrated 
accessory pockets. An integrated, TSA-compliant lock keeps 
contents secure while allowing authorities to unlock and lock 
the suitcase without damage when needed for 
checked-bag inspection.

MSRP: $369.99

colors available:
colors available:



GOLF
Outfit your golf game with the best 
selection of brands.

CALLAWAY 250+ LASER RANGEFINDER
C70168

distance measurements in a sleek, compact design. The 
250+ now features our P.A.T. (Pin Acquisition Technology) 
with Pulse Technology, which provides the golfer with a 

on to pin.

MSRP: $279.99

NIKON COOLSHOT 20 GII LASER RANGEFINDER
16667

With eight seconds of continuous measurement and First 
Target Priority, the new COOLSHOT 20 GII enables easy 
distance assessment to bunkers, fairway ends, dogleg 

MSRP: $199.95

BUSHNELL TOUR V5 RANGEFINDER PATRIOT PACK
201901P

Size, speed and accuracy evolved with a new generation of 
tech - featuring PinSeeker with Visual JOLT, BITE Magnetic 
Mount, and next level clarity and brightness. Patriot Pack 

Carrying Case, and Tee Marker. A percentage of every model 
sold goes to the Folds of Honor program.

MSRP: $486.00

BUSHNELL GOLF WINGMAN GPS SPEAKER
361910 

Simply push the button on the detachable remote 
to get audible front, center and back distances from 
36,000+ courses worldwide through the Wingman. 
Integrated BITE magnetic technology makes attaching 
the Wingman right on a cart bar easy. The rechargeable 
battery of the Wingman is long lasting and provides up 
to 10 hours (2 rounds of golf typically) on a charge.

MSRP: $199.99

CALLAWAY MAVRIK DRIVER
4B851502W200

MAVRIK thinking fueled our new, A.I. designed Flash Face SS20, 
to promote fast ball speeds across a more expansive area in each 

promote optimal speed, forgiveness, and spin robustness. Two 
internal Jailbreak bars connect the sole and crown to promote 

us to redistribute weight for higher MOI. All-new head shape 
enhances aerodynamics to reduce drag for fast head speed.

MSRP: $625.00

TAYLORMADE SIM MAX DRIVER
N7330607

In our limitless pursuit to help golfers improve, we’ve discovered
the new shape of driver performance. An asymmetric sole design 
and powerful new Inertia Generator combine to increase 
aerodynamics and speed at the most critical stage of the swing. 
The revolutionary face curvature reduces sidespin and delivers 

spin and trajectory.

MSRP: $499.99

colors available:

COBRA KING SPEEDZONE DRIVER
D4601RGR105A

The SPEEDZONE Driver features a traditional 
shape with front to back CG adjustability and is 
perfect for those who like to work the ball and 

forgiveness.

MSRP: $540.00



GOLF cont.
Outfit your golf game with the best 
selection of brands.

BRIDGESTONE 2020 TOUR B XS GOLF BALLS
SOWX6D

We have reinvented the TOUR B XS to feature our new REACTIV 
cover technology. Until now you had to choose more distance 
or more spin. With REACTIV you can now get more distance and 

tour fast swing speeds of over 105mph, the new TOUR B XS has 

approach and pitch shots on a dime.

MSRP: $58.00

BRIDGESTONE TOUR B XS 
Tiger Woods Edition Golf Balls
SOWX6DTW

The TOUR B XS Tiger Woods Edition golf ball is a 
collaboration between Bridgestone Golf and Tiger Woods to 
allow golfers to play the exact ball Tiger uses in competition. 
From the unmistakable ‘TIGER’ side stamp to each ball 
having a number 1, this is the exact golf ball Tiger tees up. 
From a performance perspective, the TOUR B XS-TW edition 
balls are identical to the standard TOUR B XS model.

MSRP: $58.00

CALLAWAY 2020 CHROME SOFT Triple Track Golf Balls 
64212571280

Chrome So� takes Tour takes performance to another level. 
We’ve reengineered every aspect and element in Chrome So� for 
more speed o� the tee, and longer distance o� of every club in 
the bag. In fact, we’ve completely redesigned the core and 
mantle, and how they interact to help elevate overall ball speed. 
We’ve promi-nently featured Triple Track lines on the ball for 
improved putting accuracy. Triple Track uses Vernier Hyper Acuity 
to improve align-ment compared to a regular side stamp 
alignment aid.

MSRP: $60.00

TITLEIST PRO V1 GOLF BALLS
T2026S

more speed for extraordinary distance, very low long game 

MSRP: $62.00

TITLEIST PRO V1X GOLF BALLS
T2046S

more speed for extraordinary distance, high trajectory, low 

MSRP: $62.00

TAYLORMADE TP5X GOLF BALLS
M7154901

Packed with new technologies, TP5x just got even 

spin rates. There’s no ball faster, no ball longer, and 
no ball better than the most complete Tour ball. 

provides the best in wind performance and overall 
control.

MSRP: $44.99



Smartwatch
FB503GYBK

provides dynamic personal coaching, and it has built-in GPS 
capability, heart rate monitoring and storage for over 300 
songs to help you stay motivated. The included battery lets 

each charge.

WELLNESS
The time is now. Focus on health 
in the new year.

Smartwatch
FB507BKBK

Meet Fitbit Versa 2 - a smartwatch 
that elevates every moment. Use 
your voice to create alarms, set 
bedtime Reminders or check the 
weather with Amazon Alexa built-in. 
Take your look from the gym to 

versatile design. See your stats with 
an always-on display mode. Plus get 
Fitbit pay, daily sleep quality scores, 

and store 300+ songs for an  
experience that revolves 
around you.

Advanced Fitness Tracker
FB417BYBY

With Fitbit Charge 4, there’s no limit 
to how far you can go. This sleek, 
swimproof tracker is packed with 
features that help you know your 
workouts and your body better 
- like built-in GPS, Active Zone 
Minutes, new exercise modes and 
sleep tracking. Plus, with Fitbit Pay 
and up to 7-days of battery life, you 
get more convenience on the go 
and more inspiration to reach your 

PRIME-PKG-US

body’s needs. The essential Smart Percussive Therapy 
device is ergonomically designed for everyone in mind. 
Coupled with our intuitive app as your guide the Theragun 
Prime helps to release everyday strain and stress. 

MINI-PKG-WHT-US

Theragun mini is your pocket-sized partner, giving you 
Theragun quality deep muscle treatment with 
unparalleled portability. Compact but powerful, 
Theragun mini is the most agile massage device that 
goes wherever you do.

00

ELITE-PKG-BLK-US

Elegantly designed, lightweight, and fully 
personalized for your body’s needs. Thanks to its 
unparalleled power, the Theragun Elite is your 
ultimate wellness partner. Now more personalized 
than ever with our guided app experience to reduce 
your deep muscle tension, whether it comes from 
everyday life, work, or workouts. 

PRO-PKG-US

The most powerful commercial-grade percussive therapy 
device with the features pros know and trust. Our 
top-of-the-line deep muscle treatment is more 
personalized than ever, thanks to our guided app 
experiences, which help to reduce muscle soreness, 
improve mobility, and increase relaxation. The Theragun 
PRO is the most advanced recovery tool of choice for both 
professionals and everyday people.

colors available:

Activity Tracker
FB418BKBK

Make healthy a habit with Fitbit 
Inspire 2. This slim, easy-to-use 

tness tracker packs 24/7 heart rate, 
Active Zone Minutes, activity and 
sleep tracking, 10 days of battery 
and more - and paired with step-by-
step tness & nutrition programs, 
personalized insights, and sleep 
tools from Premium, you have all 
you need for a healthier you. 

colors available:

colors available:

colors available:

Hydration Pack
2214001000

The 3-liter Crux reservoir gives you hours of hydration on the 
trail. Side stretch pockets, cargo compression, and adjustable 

you can remove the reservoir for extra storage capacity to 
pack around town. Internal organization compartments keep 

while you move.

https://www.shopelitepromo.com/Theragun-Custom-Logo-s/3956.htm
https://www.shopelitepromo.com/fitbit-Custom-Logo-s/3530.htm


w/ Tile Smart Location
KS411R-WHITE

The KeySmart Pro with Tile smart location is the ultimate 
key organizer that gives you a better way to organize and 
carry your keys and peace of mind knowing that your keys 
are never lost. The swiss style key holder holds up to 10 keys 
and includes a loop piece to attach your fob and other 
accessories. With the built-in Tile tracker, you can locate 
your missing keys on a map or make them play a tune so 

STOCKING STUFFERS
These are a few of our 
favorite things to decorate!

RE-19001

easily attaches to keys, purses or anything else you need to 
keep track of regularly. Use your smartphone to make your 
Tile ring when you misplace your things within Bluetooth 

button on your Tile to make your phone ring, even when it’s 
on silent. 

KS019E-RED

KeySmart is the ultimate minimalist key organizer that 

in your pocket without poking or jabbing, for easy access 
and a comfortable daily carry. The swiss style key holder 
holds up to 8 keys and includes a loop piece to attach your 
fob and other accessories. Designed in Chicago, KeySmart 

grade aluminum plates and stainless steel hardware.

RE-23001

The updated Tile Slim is as thin as two credit cards and 
easily slides into your wallet or passport case. Now the 

ring and a built-in, 3-year battery. Use Tile adhesives (sold 
separately) to stick it to a laptop or notebook so your 
valuables are protected. 

PRO  
RE-21001

The updated Tile Pro is our most powerful and 
durable Bluetooth tracker, made for finding all your 
things. The polished Pro has a 400 � Bluetooth range 
and the loudest ring, making it easier than ever to 
keep valuables findable and safe. 

RE-29002

Our small, waterproof Bluetooth tracker has an 

your smartphone to make your Tile ring when you 
misplace your things within Bluetooth range. Can’t 

on your Tile to make your phone ring, even when it’s 
on silent. 

colors available:
colors available:

009028

Point, shoot, and keep your everyday moments forever with the 
Polaroid Now. Our new analog instant camera comes with aut-
ofocus to help you catch life as you live it in that iconic Polaroid 

Polaroid OneStep cameras from the ‘70s that made photography 

greater creative control, clean design, and vibrant color to make it 
more than a moment maker - but a life accessory. 

https://www.shopelitepromo.com/Tile-Custom-Logo-s/2661.htm


RING SPOTLIGHT CAM BATTERY
8SB1S7-WEN0

Battery-powered HD cam with two-way talk and spotlights, 
for security anywhere you need it. A versatile solution with a  
rechargeable battery pack, Ring Spotlight Cam Battery features 
1080HD video, LED spotlights and a 110-decibel siren, giving you 
smart security at every corner of your home. 

MSRP: $199.00

RING FLOODLIGHT CAM
8SF1P7-BEN0

Protect your home with a motion-activated security camera with 

and person detection, Floodlight Cam has the most advanced 

let you detect motion around corners and monitor all your blind 

and connects to standard junction boxes. With the app, you can 

most important areas.

MSRP: $249.00

RING SPOTLIGHT CAM WIRED 
8SH1P7-WEN0

HD camera with two-way talk and spotlights, plugged-in for 
non-stop power and security. Ring Spotlight Cam Wired plugs 
into standard power outlets for non-stop power and security. 
With 1080HD video, LED spotlights and a 110-decibel siren, you 
can watch over your home from anywhere.

MSRP: $199.00

RING VIDEO DOORBELL 3
8VRSLZ-0EN0

Meet our next-generation doorbell, with upgraded 
security features to protect any home. That includes 

customizable motion zones, so you can keep an eye on 
what’s happening anytime, from anywhere. Adjust your 
motion zones to focus on key areas, minimize false alerts 

Video Doorbell 3, you’ll be closer to home than ever before. 
Includes interchangeable Faceplates.

MSRP: $199.99

RING STICK UP CAM BATTERY
8SC1S9-WEN0

Add security inside or out with a versatile camera that goes 
almost anywhere. Ring Stick Up Cam Battery is an indoor/

and you can see, hear and speak to people on camera from 

need to. Or mount it to a wall for more permanent placement. 
With Ring Stick Up Cam Battery, you’ll always be connected to 
home so you can see what’s happening at any time.

MSRP: $99.99

RING INDOOR CAM
8SN1S9-WEN0

Bring protection inside with the mini marvel that packs a 
powerful punch. Ring Indoor Cam is your solution to quickly 
check what’s happening at home right from your phone or 

so you can see, hear and speak to people on camera from 

and its simple plug-in installation means you’ll have peace 
of mind in no time. Place a few indoors to cover every corner 
and watch over your home from anywhere.

MSRP: $59.99

RING VIDEO DOORBELL PRO
8VR1P6-0EN0

With 1080HD video, two-way audio and customizable 
motion sensors, the new Video Doorbell Pro is our most 
advanced doorbell yet. Get instant alerts when visitors press 
your doorbell or trigger the built-in motion sensors, and see, 
hear and speak to anyone at your door from your 
smartphone, tablet or PC. With an ultra-slim design and 

home and your style. Requires Existing Doorbell Wiring. 
Includes 4 interchangeable faceplates.

MSRP: $249.00

FOR THE HOME cont.
Our picks for this year’s hottest smart 
devices for your home.

colors available:

colors available:

colors available:

colors available:

colors available:
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GUNVAULT NANOVAULT 200
NV200

Are you a home, travel or concealed-weapon permit holder 
looking for just the right compact handgun storage safe solution? 
Look no further than the NanoVault 200. The NanoVault 200 

a bag, briefcase, desk or under a vehicle seat. Includes 1500 lb. 

air travel requirements)

MSRP: $27.99

GUNVAULT NANOVAULT 300
NV300

Are you searching for a combination access portable gun safe that 
you can carry discreetly in a bag, briefcase, desk or under a vehicle 

approved gun safe is ideal for home, travel or concealed-weapon 
permit holders. Includes 1500 lb. tested security cable. (Please visit 

MSRP: $33.99

STACK-ON DRAWER SAFE - Small
PDS-1800-E

access to handguns or other valuables with 
an electronic lock. The foam-padded bottom 
protects contents from damage. Pre-drilled 
holes and all hardware are provided in order 
to secure the safe. Electronic lock stores a 3-8 
digit combination. 

MSRP: $89.99

AMAZON BLINK XT2 SMART SECURITY CAMERA 
- 3 Camera Kit
B07MMZF2BF

Help protect your home with the all-new Blink XT2. Get peace 
of mind with this versatile indoor/outdoor wire-free camera that 
features 2-year battery life, 2-way audio, customizable motion 
detection, and live-view recording. With 2-way audio, Blink XT2 
lets you be there from anywhere. Open up a 2-way conversation 
using your smartphone. Night vision and motion detection help 
you keep an eye on your home 24/7. Blink XT2 can be placed or 
mounted (using the included ball mount) inside or outside for 
complete coverage and peace of mind.

MSRP: $249.99

NEST HELLO VIDEO DOORBELL 
NC5100US

thing, then alert you. Even if a visitor doesn’t ring the bell. 
With Nest Aware, it can also let you know if it spots a stranger 
or someone you know. HD Talk and Listen reduces ambient 
noise so visitors come through loud and clear. And when you 
can’t answer, quick responses let you reply to visitors with 

doorbell, chime, and a 16-24VAC, 10VA transformer.

MSRP: $229.99

NEST CAM INDOOR SECURITY CAMERA
NC1102ES

Nest Cam Indoor Security Camera lets you stream securely 
to your phone, tablet or laptop in super clear 1080p HD. Get 
a 130 degree wide-angle view of the room, or zoom in and 
enhance for a closer look. You can’t always be watching 
your video feed, so Nest Cam looks for motion and listens 
for sound. If something’s up, it sends an alert to your phone. 
Nest Cam is equipped with security with 128-bit SSL 
encryption to keep your home and video private. 

MSRP: $199.99

FOR THE HOME cont.
Our picks for this year’s hottest smart 
devices for your home.
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